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Welcome to the first 2022 NOSHSA ‘All About
OSHC’ publication.
The National Outside School Hours Services
Alliance (NOSHSA) congratulates Hon Dr Anne Aly
MP on her recent appointment as the Minister for
Early Childhood Education and Minister for Youth.
NOSHSA also congratulates Hon Jason Clare MP on
his appointment as the Minister for Education. We
look forward to working with these important
leaders within the Education and Care Services
sector in Australia and advocating on behalf of
Outside School Hours Care. Of particular
importance NOSHSA maintain a strong focus on
the promotion and advancement of the OSHC
workforce and look forward to working with
governments and ACECQA to realise our vision for
professional recognition of the sector.
A significant achievement of NOSHSA has been the
development of Australia’s first Certificate III in
Outside School Hours Care. This has been an
important piece of work needed to fill an urgent
gap arising from the review and update to the
Children’s Services Training Package. The
Certificate III in Outside School Hours Care will
replace the redundant Certificate IV in School Age
Education and Care which is due for deletion from
the training package by the end of 2022. Further
information about the Certificate III in Outside
School Hours Care is included in this edition.
NOSHSA are proud to bring you a variety of
interesting and useful articles in this edition and
we thank all of the authors and writers for their
contributions. If you are interested in submitting
an article for our next edition of ‘All About OSHC’
please email kylie@qcan.org.au for further
information.
Kylie Brannelly
Chairperson
NOSHSA
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DATA AND EVIDENCE

ACECQA Workforce Strategy Evaluation
Chris Mason - ACECQA
Quality ratings
In May, ACECQA released its latest quarterly National
Quality Framework (NQF) Snapshot. Chris Mason, Senior
Manager of Workforce, Engagement and Research at
ACECQA provides an overview of how outside school
hours care (OSHC) services are performing against the
National Quality Standard. The figures below are taken
from the NQF Online Snapshot.
As at 1 April 2022, there are just under 4,800 OSHC
services approved under the NQF, operated by roughly
1,500 service providers. Most (more than 80%) of these
are single service providers, while just eight providers operate more than a third of all OSHC services.
The Education and Care Services National Law and National Regulations govern the minimum standards
and requirements that all providers of services regulated under the NQF must meet. The National Quality
Standard (NQS) is then used by all state and territory regulatory authorities to assess and rate services.
Our latest NQF Snapshot shows that 83% of OSHC services are rated Meeting NQS or above, the highest
ever proportion since the assessment and rating process commenced in 2012.
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DATA AND EVIDENCE

OSHC services continue to find three of the seven quality areas comparatively more challenging:
•

Governance and leadership (Quality Area 7)

•

Educational program and practice (Quality Area 1)

•

Children’s health and safety (Quality Area 2).

These are the same three quality areas that all services overall find most challenging.

Our website includes a wealth of information and guidance to support all services to meet the NQS, as
well as information sheets, educational games, videos, specific resources on educational leadership, and
of course the overarching Guide to the NQF.
In addition to the pdf version of the Snapshot, we continue to enhance the online, interactive version
with additional analysis, as well as publish the full dataset in Excel. I hope that these are helpful resources
and wish you well for the rest of the calendar year as we hopefully continue to return to normality.
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Activated OSHC Update
NOSHSA has been heavily involved in planning
how OSHC services and staff will learn about the
guidelines and ways to implement the new
guidelines into practice. The trial will begin in
August 2022 to recruit 192 services across
metropolitan Adelaide, Perth and Newcastle. In
addition, it will also run in 10 regional services
across South Australia, Western Australia and
New South Wales. As part of the trial, OSHC
services will receive training on how to use the
new OSHC Physical Activity and Screen Time
guidelines, upskill staff in running facilitated
games, managing children’s and family’s
expectations around screen time at OSHC and
making changes to programming. Staff will be
supported by a host of resources developed by
the research team and children who attend OSHC.
A poster competition is currently being run as
part of its commitment to children’s engagement
in the project. Children attending OSHC will
develop a poster to use in OSHC to illustrate the
new guidelines. An exciting time ahead; watch
this space!

NOSHSA is involved in a joint research project
with the University of South Australia, the
University of Western Australia and the University
of Newcastle to implement the newly developed
Physical Activity and Screen Time guidelines for
OSHC. The guidelines were developed to help
standardise the amount of Physical Activity and
Screen Time offered to children in all areas of
OSHC.
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How NOSHSA and AERO are Working
Together to Improve Transitions
•

The Australian Education Research Organisation
(AERO) has partnered with NOSHSA to support
continuity of learning and development for school
-aged children as they move between out of
school hours care (OSHC) services and school.
This involves exploring best practice and creating
evidence-based resources to support teachers
and
educators.
This work fits within a broader AERO project that
focuses on different aspects of transitions
between school and early childhood education
and care (ECEC), including transitions from ECEC
settings to the first year of school, and transitions
to school for children with disability and
developmental delay.
AERO’s initial scoping of the literature, as well as
consultations with key stakeholders from the
OSHC sector, highlighted some untapped
opportunities within the OSHC transitions space.
AERO aims to answer several questions, including
the below.
1.
Can improving transitions between school
and OSHC (in both directions) enhance
continuity of learning and development for
children?
2.
If so, what are the best practices and
resources to support this aim?
3.
What additional supports do teachers and
educators need in order to achieve this?
4.
How can we evaluate success?

•
•
•
•

their teachers, educators and peers like,
value and accept them
the educational content is interesting,
relevant and valued in both settings
their cultural identity is welcomed and
valued
their teachers and educators care about
their wellbeing, learning and development
they can ‘be themselves’, within
appropriate boundaries.

AERO’s collaboration with NOSHSA
This transitions project is the first collaboration
between AERO and the OSHC sector. AERO
recognises that OSHC plays an important role in
the lives of 500,000 Australian children (NOSHSA
2021). However, the intersections between
school and OSHC – and the educational
opportunities that effective transitions between
the two might offer – are not well understood.
Despite OSHC being formally categorised as an
educational service (ACECQA 2022), there is very
little research evidence about the role of OSHC in
children’s learning and development (Cartmel and
Hayes 2016; Dockett and Perry 2014).
AERO’s collaboration with NOSHSA will allow both
organisations to bring their complementary
expertise and capacities to learn together and
drive change. This collaboration aims to respond

A sense of belonging is essential
Based on insights from pre-eminent researchers
in the field of transitions, such as Dockett and
Perry (2022) and Joerdens (2014), AERO’s
conceptualisation of an effective transition
centres on a child’s sense of belonging. To
understand whether a child is successfully
transitioning between school and OSHC, and
experiences a sense of belonging in both settings,
we might ask whether a child feels that:
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to the on-the-ground needs and expertise of key
stakeholders in the OSHC sector and ensure the
work is produced with their maximum
engagement, and can be used in their contexts.
The partnership also includes Monash University,
who bring their research expertise to help build
and consolidate the evidence base.
AERO’s collaboration with NOSHSA seeks to:
•
find the best evidence about supporting
continuity of learning and development for
children transitioning between OSHC
services and school
•
build a shared understanding between
school and OSHC of effective transitions
•
support a collaborative approach to
transitions for teachers and educators
•
provide evidence-based resources for
teachers and educators to support these
aims.
Specific areas where evidence-based resources
might have impact include:
•
helping OSHC educators describe the
learning and development that occurs in
OSHC, in line with My Time, Our Place.
Building on educators’ capacity in this area
could make the documentation of OSHC

programs easier and more relevant for
educators; as well as making learning in
OSHC programs visible to families and
schools
•
helping teachers and school leaders
recognise the learning that occurs in OSHC,
as a support for learning in school and a
valuable outcome in its own right
•
building teachers and school leaders’
capacity to work with OSHC educators to
maximise learning and development on
both sides of the transition.
The focus on transitions between OSHC and
school also presents an opportunity to extend the
policy conversation about transitions, from pointin-time transitions to school, to the daily, twoway transitions that occur between school and
OSHC.

Reflective questions
•

•
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To what extent does a child’s sense of
belonging feature in your OSHC service’s
values and practices?
How could the learning that takes place in
OSHC inform, and be informed by, learning
at school?

•

What helps and what hinders collaborative
approaches with your OSHC service’s feeder
schools?
Resources for teachers and educators will be
ready to trial in 2022. To keep up to date with this
project please check the AERO website.

References
ACECQA (Australian Children’s Education and
Care Quality Authority) (2022) Approved
learning frameworks, accessed 4 May 2022.
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school: literature review about Australian
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to school programs: Learning from research
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transition to school and school age care.
Canberra: Australian Government Department
of Education.
Joerdens S (2014) ‘Belonging means you can go
in: Children’s perspectives and experiences of
membership of Kindergarten’, Australasian
Journal of Early Childhood, 39(1): 12-21.

About AERO
AERO is Australia's independent education
evidence body. AERO’s vision is for Australia to
achieve excellence and equity in educational
outcomes for all children and young people in
school and ECEC settings through effective use of
evidence.
In support of this vision, we:
•
generate high-quality evidence
•
present high-quality evidence that is
relevant and accessible
•
encourage
adoption
and
effective
implementation of evidence in practice and
policy.
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QUALIFICATIONS AND CAREER PATHWAYS

Certificate III in Outside School Hours Care
This new qualification was developed by NOSHSA to fill an urgent gap arising from the review and
update of the Children’s Education and Care Training Package in 2021.
The outcomes of this course meet the needs of the Outside School Hours Care sector in response to
recent changes in the accessibility of early childhood qualifications as well as the adequate and
appropriate preparation for educators into this growing workforce. While there are no nationally
prescribed approaches to qualifications for OSHC, there are jurisdictional requirements for qualified
educators in Queensland, Victoria, South Australia, Northern Territory, Australian Capital Territory and
Western Australia which are regulated under the National Quality Framework. At the time of the
qualifications approval there were approx. 27,400 OSHC educators working within the OSHC sector.
There are 12 core units and 3 elective units required to complete the qualification. These core units
include:
CHCSAC006

Support children to participate in school age care

CHCPRT001

Identify and respond to children and young people at risk

HLTWHS001

Participate in workplace health and safety

HLTFSE001

Follow basic food safety practices

CHCSAC007

Develop and implement play and leisure experiences in school age care

CHCEDS049

Supervise students outside the classroom

CHCCCS009

Facilitate responsible behaviour

CHCSAC008

Work collaboratively and respectfully with school age children

CHCSAC009

Support the holistic development of children in school age care

BSBTWK201

Work effectively with others

CHCLEG001

Work legally and ethically

HLTAID012

Provide First Aid in an education and care setting.

Registered Training Organisations (RTO’s) will be able to select 3 elective units in accordance with the
course outline.
NOSHSA are currently negotiating with RTO’s to deliver the Certificate III in Outside School Hours Care
as well as with State and Territory authorities for subsidies. For further information about the
Certificate III in Outside School Hours Care please contact kylie@qcan.org.au
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ATTRACTION AND RETENTION

The Importance of Attracting and Retaining
a Culturally Diverse Workforce
Lainey Walker - Reconciliation Action Plan
Coordinator, QCAN
Is there someone on the team who speaks the
children’s first language? Or even the only
language their parents may be fluent in?
Is there an educator who is just as excited for Eid
al-Fitr as your Muslim children and can excitedly
discuss the meals their family will have tonight
when they’re collected from After School Care?
Is there an educator who understands why the
father of an Aboriginal child may appear
disinterested or abrupt when you eagerly tell
them about the Australian Flag craft their child
made to celebrate Australia Day?
Australia is widely regarded as a diverse and
multicultural country, home to the world’s oldest
continuous cultures and Australians identifying
with over 270 ancestries. According to the 2016
national Census, nearly half of all Australians are
first or second generation and more than one fifth
speak a language other than English at home
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016). There is no
doubt then, that this diversity would be
represented within our Australian OSHC
stakeholders- our school-age children, families,
and educators. Sometimes this very diversity of
our educators can be difficult to navigate (varying
experience, qualifications, learning styles,
communication styles etc.), however, I would like
to re-frame this as one of our biggest strengths as
a sector. I often say that our educator’s diversity
of perspectives, backgrounds and interests means
that there is at least one educator on the team
that a child can relate to. Whether that be the
educator who knows a child’s favourite football
team and can share in their rivalry and banter the
day after a big game, or an educator who has also
read (and obsessed over) the same novels as one
of their OSHC children; there is typically someone
for everyone.

If we look around our current team, it is likely
immediately apparent that Education and Care is
a female dominated sector. This is reflected in the
2016 ECEC National Workforce Census, which
indicates that less than 9% of the workforce
identify as male (Department of Education, Skills
and Employment, 2016). Due to this, our OSHC
management teams are often reflective of gender
diversity during recruitment, and considerations
are made to employ male educators to bridge this
gap. It is also evident within the census data that
this gap is closing, albeit slowly. Interestingly,
there is no such national data to indicate the
cultural diversity of our OSHC workforce, and
anecdotally,
these
considerations
during
recruitment are far less prevalent. I truly don’t
believe that this lack of consideration is illintended, rather that we tend to be more mindful
of gender representation than cultural
representation. This can also be inferred by the
lack of effective systems to simply capture data
regarding the ECEC workforce’s cultural diversity
as opposed to the prevalence of data pertaining
to gender identity (yet still excluding educators
who identify as non-binary).
So, what are the benefits of attracting and
retaining a culturally diverse workforce? Our

Now let’s focus upon cultural diversity more
specifically, and ask ourselves:
12

children about
institutions.

belonging

within

these

As a sector we are quite adept at drawing upon
our educator’s diverse skills, strengths, and
interests. These efforts not only model a
strengths-based approach to professional
development, but it also communicates to our
teams that each educator is valued and belongs.
A culturally diverse OSHC workforce has the
potential to increase positive outcomes for not
only our children and their families, but also the
educators we employ. Our team’s differences can
be our biggest strength as we strive to ensure
that each young person in our service truly
belongs.

Approved Learning Framework- My Time Our
Place, recognises relationships as crucial to a
child’s sense of belonging, and that knowing
where and with whom you belong is integral to
human life. The ability for children to relate to
others, see themselves recognised and be
understood is key to developing a strong sense of
identity. Now, this isn’t to say that all children will
automatically have a strong relationship with an
educator from their cultural background.
However, when the world outside OSHC is as
diverse as the national 2016 Census data
indicates it to be, and this isn’t reflected within
children’s Education and Care services, this can
send a powerful (yet unintended) message to our

References
Australian Bureau of Statistics. (2016). 2016
Census: Multicultural. https://www.abs.gov.au/
ausstats/abs@.nsf/lookup/media%20release3
Department of Education, Skills and Employment.
(2016). 2016 National Early Childhood Education
and Care Workforce Census report. https://
www.dese.gov.au/child-care-package/
resources/2016-national-early-childhoodeducation-and-care-workforce-census-report
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LEADERSHIP AND CAPABILITY

Leadership and Management
Raeleen Wren
General Manager, Wilston Kids Care
thrown into a leadership role and I was simply
expected to know what I was doing. However,
this in itself, provided me with a life-changing
opportunity where I quickly learned on the job
and observed other Leaders around me, to
inform my leadership style and approach,
helping me to define what type of leader I
wanted to be. I knew my style was always going
to build around people and the culture of the
business, making people my focus in the way I
valued and appreciated them.

There is no doubt that Outside School
Hours Care (OSHC) service operations
have become an increasingly complex
business model to operate. The growth of
the OSHC sector in both the number of
services and the size of services now
requires highly skilled and strategic
operational knowledge and expertise to
manage these complex businesses well.

This was my first taste of acquiring skills on the
job and learning fast and implementing all that I
soaked up. I had no formal business
qualifications, only childcare/ early year
education qualifications, such as Certificate III,
Diploma, and an Advanced Diploma. I did not
have a business or economics degree, but I had
full access to the best training ground on the
planet, the corporate head office arena. This is
where I worked together with lawyers,
accountants, media liaison officers, financial
analysts, and lots of key finance and business
operations people. I had full access to endless
business operations and finance people who
without realising it were coaching me to develop
the key business operations and management
skills I needed to fulfill my senior leadership role.
I had a raw and natural ability to lead and deal
with people. In Leadership, you either have a
natural affinity for it or you do not. For me, it
came easily, and I had a knack for it. I just
needed to increase my theoretical knowledge
and skills to support my practical street-smart
style.

In this article, Raeleen Wren, General Manager
of Wilston Kids Care and Director of both the
QCAN and NOSHSA Boards, offers insight into
effective strategies and tips for managing
complex business operations and the skill and
knowledge set required of effective managers
and leaders in the sector today.
How has your career path led you to your
current role?
Like many in the sector, I started in childcare and
OSHC because I wanted to work with children
and make a difference in their lives. I started out
as an Assistant in Childcare at 19 years of age,
working my way from the Assistant role to a
Room Leader, Preschool Leader, then the
Director of the Service over the next several
years. I was catapulted into leadership early on
in my career during the busiest part of my
company's large expansion project, where they
purchased three large childcare companies in
quick succession, making us a childcare
superpower in Australia.
After several years, I found myself in my early
thirties being part of an executive team for a
Corporate Provider, operating 1200 childcare
and OSHC services in Australia and New Zealand.
Pretty mind-blowing considering I only ever
aspired to be the Director of the Service. I had no
formal leadership understanding, background, or
training. My training program consisted of being

I was like a sponge implementing everything that
I could, using the trial by error approach until I
found things that worked, and were practical and
easy to implement across my state (QLD). This
gave my services that competitive edge they
needed, lifting their overall performance from a
quality, operational and financial perspective.
Additionally, to this, I had a passion and tenacity
14

for business operations and a fearless drive to
succeed and get results no matter what. The
combination of my performance, passion, and
drive, gave me the leadership successes I needed,
and my results and performance were noticed
within the organisation.

all the best lecturers, the million and one highly
intelligent people brought in to crunch numbers
using data analytics, so we could work out
financial
trends
and
help
improve
underperforming services to bring them up to the
standard of higher-performing services across
Australia. My key leadership tools were spending
time with smart people, soaking up their
knowledge, and learning a tonne using the trial
and error approach. I also read anything I could
about leadership and used several different
methods including leadership from within,
distributed leadership model, charismatic
leadership, transformational leadership, and my
preferred method of coaching/mentoring
leadership.

After a few years of acquiring on the job
experience knowledge and making loads of
mistakes (and learning from those mistakes), I
was given a business coach and I was able to build
a lot of business-related theoretical knowledge by
mentoring and business coaching, reading
business-related material, leadership books, and
articles to inform my business strategy on how to
develop high quality successful multi-site
childcare services. Once I built the knowledge, I
felt powerful, and my confidence soared. I believe
knowledge and knowing your subject matter is
power. The more you know and learn and the
more you put yourself outside of your comfort
zone, the more you will grow and develop, as a
professional.

Studies show that leadership can positively
impact on the quality of the centre as a
workplace, the quality of education provided and
the developmental outcomes achieved by
children over time (Waniganayake et al., 2017).
What were some of the most significant business
operational challenges that you have faced in this
role and how have you overcome them?

After a few years as the QLD State Manager, I was
promoted to the role of National Operations
Executive placed in an executive team reporting
to the Chief Operating Officer for Australia and
working closely with the Australian and Global
CEO. Never underestimate the power of
confidence, natural leadership talent, and a thirst
for knowledge outside of the traditional platform
of university and higher learning. On the job
training was my university, and I had full access to

As a leader we often manage a variety of issues
from parent complaints, to staffing issues, we
manage financial performance, and compliance,
prepare for assessment and rating, work in
partnership with parents, work in partnership
with our school or head office and the list goes on
and on.
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The main issue I feel is often the one most
significant issue for most of us, and we often feel
like we do nothing else in our day, is dealing with
staffing, people, and culture.

same information at the end of the process and
the narrative or message is clear and everyone
understands the goal or objective.

Tips for Effective Communication:

Whether it is about having enough staff turn up
regularly for their shift, managing excuses for non
-attendance, staff following policies and
procedures and ensuring they follow the correct
practice, or some staff who like to push buttons,
generally never providing feedback through the
right channels, always complaining or have a
grievance, or staff having constant wellbeing or
mental health matters or having disagreements in
the workplace with colleagues, we all have to face
this whether you are managing one service, a
number of services or managing the company. It
is all relative in relation to the size of your
business. However, it is often one of the most
significant issues we all universally deal with in
the modern-day OSHC landscape.

Be succinct - Whether you are communicating in
person or over email, keep your request or
message simple and to the point. Avoid
information not relevant to the discussion that
can confuse the person listening or bore them to
the point they lose concentration and stop
hearing you.
Be specific - While waffle sometimes stands in the
way of making your point, ensure you put across
all the information a person needs. Always
articulate all of the relevant information if you
want to ensure that your message is clear and
correctly heard.

Does everyone feel like they have these types of
issues they deal with day in and day out? Well, I
am going to let you in on a little secret, we all deal
with this issue no matter how inexperienced or
experienced you are. The strategy to manage
these issues is about effective communication
and the art of reframing the conversation. It’s
about how you frame things that get you a
positive outcome. It’s about how you empower
your staff to be part of the decision-making
process. The more you involve staff in the process
of decision-making and have clear reciprocal
communication with them, I guarantee you, the
more invested they become.

Be pleasant, approachable, fair and reasonable Take care to maintain eye contact, a relaxed
body, and a smile, and ensure your tone conveys
approachability.

Yes, I can hear you saying, “I’m already doing
this,” however effective communication is vastly
different from just communicating something to
someone, there is a significant difference.

Listen actively - Effective communicators know a
conversation is a two-way street. Active listening
means giving the person you are talking to your
undivided attention. A conversation is about
respect and reciprocity.

Effective communication is where you leave no
doubt in what you are saying in a clear and
concise manner. Having unpacking conversations
or using digital platforms to ask unpacking
questions where employees have to critically
reflect and respond using their own words, ideas,
and thoughts.

What advice would you give to emerging
Managers and Leaders in the OSHC sector?
I speak often to emerging leaders based within
our sector using the lens of my professional
experience to give insight on how to build highquality, high-performing OSHC services. First of
all, participate in the training QCAN is offering
around the Standards for Leadership and
Management. Before you can walk the walk, it is
always best to talk, the talk. Know the language

Effective communication is the process of
delivering information to a target audience in a
way that guarantees satisfactory reception and
understanding. If the communication is effective,
both the sender and the receiver will share the
16

used in the various areas of leadership and talk
using this synonymous language with your team.
If you are smart you will use these recently
established Leadership and Management
Standards to inform your Performance Appraisals
for Leaders in your team to give them specific
goals and language to better understand and
strive for. I recently was part of a working group
that consulted and gave feedback on the specific
language and descriptors we need to be using in
a professional service/business organisation. The
language that sets the standards of what leaders
in a professional OSHC service/organisation
should look like.

decision making and practice to try new things
and be innovative. Trying new things sometimes
is the fresh approach you need in a team that has
been together for a long time and doing things
the same way forever.
I personally live and breathe leadership still to
this very day. Staffing (HR) and Business
Operations and Management. I believe these are
the key areas I worked hard to develop and
perfect and continue to perfect each and every
day.
Business operations is a key fundamental area
every modern day OSHC Leader needs to be
successful. I am excited to be able to influence
and network within the sector to provide
information and have important professional
conversations with service leaders about
developing leadership skills.

Live and breathe Leadership and take everything
you do seriously and make sure you always role
model professionally to your team. As Leaders,
we are watched and often critiqued by others in
our team on everything we do, so go in with the
motto someone is also watching (and learning)
how we do things to help shape their leadership
style and approach.

My personal suggestion is to be part of the OSHC
Leadership and Management Standards training.
Kylie Brannelly, CEO of QCAN is undertaking a
roadshow around QLD, as this new document
(Leadership and Management Standards) will
outline the performance expectations and
explicit language needed to help shape the
emerging leaders in their leadership journey.

Always put your best foot forward and know we
have a community of leaders in the outside
school hours care sector to talk to and support
you. If you are not networking, then start
participating and going to meetings or having
professional conversations with colleagues in the
sector. A problem shared is a problem solved.
Learning what others are doing informs your

If you ever need any advice or support on your
Leadership journey, feel free to reach out to me
at: wkc.generalmanager@wilstonpandc.org.au.
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LEADERSHIP AND CAPABILITY

FREE RESOURCE
OSHC Professional Standards for
Management and Leadership
www.oshcprofessionalstandards.org.au
The Professional Standards for Management and Leadership are based on and evolve
from the Professional Standards for Educators which were based on the Australian
Professional Standards for Teachers developed by the Australian Institute for Teaching and
School Leadership.
The role of Service Managers and Leaders

wellbeing, learning and development for all,
managers and leaders must strive to understand
and improve their impact.

Service Managers and Leaders broadly refers to
any person engaged to manage, lead and be
responsible for the day-to-day operations of an
OSHC service. These positions are sometimes
given various titles including: Coordinator,
Director, Nominated Supervisor, Assistant
Coordinator, Program Site Manager, Service
Manager, Educational Leader, Lead Educator etc.

Purpose of the Standards
The Professional Standards for Management and
Leadership are a public statement of what
constitutes a Service Manager and Leaders’
quality. They define the work of Service
Managers and Leaders and make explicit the
elements of high-quality, effective management
and leadership practice. The Standards do this by
providing a framework which makes clear the
knowledge,
practice
and
professional
engagement required across a Management and
Leadership career. They present a common
understanding and language for discourse
between managers, governing organisations,
professional associations and other officials.

Service Managers and Leaders have significant
responsibility for the effective management of
OSHC services to ensure that all areas of the
business’s operations facilitate and contribute to
quality service provision for children and
families. These Professional Standards for
Management and Leadership reflect and build on
national and international evidence that
effective management has a powerful impact on
the success and quality of services provided at all
levels across the
organisation.
Effective Service
Managers
and
Leaders can be a
source
of
inspiration
for
others
and
positively
influence
all
stakeholders
experiences with
the organisation
they lead. To
continually
enhance

Management and Leadership standards also
inform the development of professional learning
goals, provide a framework by which Service
Managers and Leaders can judge the success of
their work and assist in self-reflection and selfassessment.
The context of Management and Leadership
In these standards both Management and
Leadership capabilities are considered equally
important and complementary to the roles and
responsibilities of a person appointed to be in
day-to-day charge of an OSHC service or as
someone who supports the day-to-day
operations of a service such as those positions
listed in the introductory section above.
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For consideration

Organisation of the Professional Standards for
Management and Leadership

Research and a substantial, evolving body of
knowledge inform the Leadership Requirements
and the Professional Practices that are at the core
of the OSHC Professionals Standards for
Management and Leadership and show that:
•

Effective leaders understand their impact

•

Leadership must be contextualized, learning
-centered and responsive to the diverse
nature of Australian OSHC services

•

Effective leadership is distributed and
collaborative,
with
teams
led
by
management and leadership staff working
together to accomplish the vision and aims
of the service

•

•

The Outside School Hours Care Professional
Standards for Service Managers comprise seven
Standards which outline what Service Managers
should know and be able to do. The Standards are
interconnected, interdependent and overlapping.
The Standards are grouped into three domains;
Professional Knowledge, professional Practice and
Professional Engagement. In practice, the role of
the Service Manager in Outside School Hours Care
settings draws on aspects of all three domains.
Within each Standard, focus areas provide further
illustration of Service Manager knowledge,
practice and professional engagement. These are
then separated into Descriptors at three
professional career stages: Emerging, Proficient
and Lead.

The practices and capabilities of managers
and leaders evolve as they move through
their careers

Implied in the standards is the technical and
contextual knowledge of OSHC operations. These
standards have been developed to complement
and build on the OSHC Professional Standards for
Educators. Please refer to that document for the
further information on the crucial role of the
educator and the purpose of those standards.

There is a consistent repertoire of core
management and leadership practices and
behaviours common to effective managers
and leaders acknowledging some key
personal qualities and capabilities that
influence leadership effectiveness.
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Our Risky Kitchen
Joel Appleyard, Gowrie NSW Erskineville OSHC

As educators, we know that often picturing
yourself and a large group of small people in a
kitchen space can be scary. But what if in that
scenario, you were out of the picture?

our community. Connecting with families through
shared recipes, schoolteachers through baked
goods, and most of all children, through
responding to their ideas through empowering
their self-expression. This window into the lives of
our children inspired a long-term goal of replacing
our food preparation space with a child-led,
unadulterated, safe space for children to
experiment, create, and more importantly, fail.

At Gowrie NSW Erskineville OSHC the kitchen
began as a space full of risks - knives, electrical
equipment, heat and more; but one thing stood
out more that these risks, the opportunities. The
opportunity we had in our children’s lives to
channel this risk into skillsets, passions, and
therapeutic play places that would help shape the
future citizens of our community. That, and if we
didn’t mould their innate need for creation,
challenge and experimentation, they’d find
another way to use it!

We aimed to
create a play
place,
where
children
could
experience risk,
ask
questions,
answer their own
questions, share
their experiences
and knowledge,
and have direct,
uninhibited
access
to
ingredients and

“I wish we could cook everyday, do you think I
could run the cooking activity?” – T.Y 9 y/o
“Sure, why not?” – Joel, Program Manager
When your children and community are
passionate about something, you need to find a
way to engage them. For our program, cooking
was the gateway to building relationships within
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equipment’s to see their ideas through.
Approaching this goal through a series of actions
took a number of steps. We had to consider a few
elements such as:
•

How do we build our Educators risk
threshold and resilience in exposing groups
of children to the risky environment?

•

How do we structure the Play Place to allow
children to have free access to resources to
initiate and inspire their own food play?

•

How do we engage more children in foodrelated experiences?

As Educators, learning to take risks can be one
the biggest challenges in our careers. Our team of
educators are from completely different
backgrounds, many of whom are students of
science, medicine, event planning, education,
zoology and more outside of the field of
education. However, amongst our differences in
experience, skillsets, and identities, what allowed
us to succeed, was the commonality of WHY
we’re Educators, WHY we’re here.
was that children would have a set of shelving
hosting an array of baking ingredients, spices, oils,
condiments, and fresh produce that stood as their
own invitations to play. Two fridges and shelves
would become a third Educator, speaking to our
children, suggesting recipes, prompting them to
try that family recipe they saw grandma make,
offering them to try some new spicy chilli to see if
they can handle it or not, or even just reminding
them of home. This was by far the easiest step!

“Planning is formatted with universal design
providing opportunities to support children in
risk taking, mental, emotional and physical
wellbeing, as well as the honing of skills that
will support children in growing into capable
citizens.” – Quote from Gowrie NSW
Erskineville OSHC QA1 Philosophy Statement
(May 22)
When it came to preparing the Play Place, we set
about creating an open, environment, limited
only by what was stored on each shelf. The goal

But how do you reduce the risks for children with
risky resources and equipment around?
Discussing, and reflecting with our families and
children, we learnt that the easiest way to avoid
risks, was to not. With the approach of working
with our children, instead of around them,
teaching them how to use a hot plate, what the
risks were with using it, allowed the children to
balance their excitement with their patience.
They learnt using sharp “adult knives” was easier
when they learnt that holding and cutting in the
right way, was not only more efficient, but safer
as well. Over time, when you as an educator can
transition from a “What’s the risk of them using
the knife” headspace to a “What’s the risk of
them NOT knowing how to use the knife”
approach, you benefit the dignity and rights of
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each child, but also your own stresses, and
wellbeing as an educator.

approaching Use-By & Best Before dates for free
cooking experiences.

It's a stressful job being an educator. You’re a
teacher, a clown, a doctor, a friend, a security
guard and shoulder to lean on. We found
however, when you can centre yourself and your
team, around a set of values that honour the
capabilities and enquiry of each child, you foster
an environment where children and staff can
share responsibilities, and in our experience, also
share in the fun.

Children use knives, hot places, ovens,
dishwashers, toasters, blenders, slow cookers,
mixers and more. Our children have crafted their
own safe-place to do what they love, when they
want. Many children have built an association to
our kitchen where they can experiment with
cayenne pepper, try and recreate Mum’s famous
cheese tart recipe, whip up a quick cake for their
friend’s birthday, or even just relax and make a
snack with some leftovers. Children are now
developing not only their sense of enquiry, and
problem solving, but also participating in
cognitive learning opportunities, such as taking
measurements, learning about temperature,
time, physical and biochemical reactions within
cooking processes, and also learning about
sustainable practices within the home-kitchen
environment.

It’s now been close to 18 months since our team
commenced conversations around this goal
within our program. Now, our Kitchen is
managed, played in, cleaned, and audited by our
children each week.
What does a day in our kitchen look like?
On a Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, children
have the opportunity to experiment, cook and
craft their own experiences within the kitchen.
On a Wednesday, children plan and prepare a
recipe to cook approximately 20-30 meals each
week that are donated to a local church for the
homeless
community.
On a Friday, children empty our fridges and
cupboards, clean the shelving, and utilise any
additional ingredients or resources that are

Stress levels within the educator team are at an
all time low, children are further building social
skills, reducing disruptive and social behaviours,
and more importantly, children are building
close, healthy relationships with educators.
All it took was “Why not?”.
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Building Collaborative Relationships for
OSHC Children and Families at
Pomonal Primary School OSHC
Femke Oortwijn and Naomi Lovell
Introduction
I have had the pleasure of supporting Femke, Naomi and Belinda establish an inclusive, community
focussed, thriving OSHC service in a small rural primary school. The inclusive child-centered, familyfocussed philosophy has meant the OSHC service is an addition to the children’s school day, which
supports individual and group learning and well-being in a play-based socially connected environment.
Friendships are made and connections are supported.
When the service first commenced last year, most of the school children enrolled in this exciting new
service. Access to an OSHC service has seen an increase in school enrolments this year. The school hosts
a social media closed page where educators share the learnings and photographs of the ‘program
happenings’ with the wider school community. The page is like a service photo album, which documents
learning, sets expectations, and encourages other children and families to access the service. A
snapshot of what’s happening and what to expect at the Pomonal OSHC service.

Pomonal Primary School OSHC truly represents the idea that an OSHC service builds connected,
collaborative relationships for children and families, becoming their neighbourhood and community.
Lucy Harberts – Community Child Care Association – OSHC Consultant

Quotes from children attending Pomonal Outside School Hours Care
Ace, 7 “I like how we get to have fun and do fun stuff. I like that I get to be with you
guys (to the educators) and I love making paper planes”
Maggie, 12 “If I wasn’t at OSHC, doing art stuff I’d be at home bored, doing
nothing”
Indi, 11 “I like it (OSHC) because there’s lots of art and stuff.
Asha, 5 “It’s really fun because we get to play lots of games.
Isla, 5 “OSHC is great because there are lots of fun things to do”

Pomonal Primary OSHC was established in July 2021 after receiving the OSHC Establishment Grant and
currently offers both after-school care and vacation care. The OSHC program is a School Council
governed service and operates in the school multipurpose classroom. Teaching staff and OSHC staff
share resources which benefits both the school and the OSHC program as the shared funding enable
both programs to benefit from being able to purchase quality learning resources and avoids doubling up
of resources which would take up unnecessary space.
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program. This may be for example through
activities with the same theme, or through art
activities using similar techniques on different
materials.
The coordinators also work closely with the
teaching staff at Pomonal Primary School, for
example, the classroom teachers are happy for
them to observe classes and give advice when it
comes to behaviour management, and they are
included in any relevant PD opportunities. This
not only helps develop their skills in leading the
care sessions, but it also ensures consistency
around behavioural expectations across the
school and the OSHC service.

Pomonal is situated in the Grampians, between
Halls Gap, Ararat, and Stawell. Pomonal has a
wide catchment area and our families travel from
Halls Gap and Pomonal townships, Lake Fyans,
Bunjils Cave Area, Illawarra, and Lake Lonsdale to
attend Pomonal Primary School and Pomonal
Outside School Hours Care.

Belinda Wethers – Pomonal Primary School
Principal
I applied for the Outside School Hours Care Grant
as I knew how challenging it was for most of the
parents to maintain full-time work as they had no
access to after-school care. Pomonal Primary
School also has a number of students with
disabilities and challenging behaviour issues. The
parents of these children desperately required a
service to provide additional respite for them,
whilst keeping their children engaged and safe.
No such services previously existed in the
Pomonal, Stawell, Halls Gap, or Ararat area that
Pomonal parents would be able to access. When
the opportunity to apply for a grant that would
help get such a program ‘up and running’, it was a
no-brainer that we should apply. The added
benefit of the grant initiative was that there was
no additional financial strain on the school. The
grant also enabled us to keep the program
affordable, to benefit the families that needed
the service the most. The grant pays for the full
staffing costs and has enabled the school to
purchase much-needed resources for OSHC that
benefit both students during regular classes and
the children that attend the OSHC service. For
example, we were able to utilise the OSHC grant
to purchase a much-needed interactive screen for
the OSHC/ Multi-purpose classroom –a resource
the school wouldn’t have been able to afford
otherwise.

The OSHC program is run by two staff members
who have been employed as Coordinators and
are responsible for managing different aspects of
the program, whilst also providing the day-to-day
supervision and conduction of activities. Their
roles are split with one staff member being
responsible for the overall administration
requirements, whilst the other is responsible for
managing the food ordering and safe food
handling and activity programming. Their roles do
overlap especially with policy documentation and
activity instruction/ education, but also
complement each other. The benefit of having
two coordinators is that if one is unwell, it is
easier to employ casual staff as the overall
responsibility of the programs still falls on the
available coordinator. The coordinators are
strongly
committed
to
teamwork
and
acknowledge and build on each other’s strengths.
At Pomonal Primary OSHC we value the
importance of developing relationships so
prioritise getting to know the children, their
interests, and their well-being needs –this enables
us to build trust and develop the individual. This
helps to build an engaging and inclusive activity
program around their interests and their learning
preferences. Our aim is to create a safe space for
all children to come and have fun while taking
part in activities that are social, communityfocused, and environmentally responsible.
Pomonal Primary OSHC often looks at the school’s
curriculum and tries to extend it into the activity

Having the OSHC program under the umbrella of
the school (especially a small rural school) means
the staff team is bigger, which means there are
more people to add input and share the load of
managing the daily requirements of the school
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and grounds. For example, the OSHC team and
students help water the gardens and keep the
gardens weeded especially during school
holidays. As the school has effectively worked
hard to create an inclusive learning environment
and effectively manage challenging behaviours,
it was important that the OSHC program
followed the same School-Wide Positive
Behaviour Management System (so students still
had the consistency of expectations) and so the
academic team provide ongoing support and
mentoring to the OSHC staff. As a result, the
OSHC team is very comfortable discussing and
debriefing any situations that may arise during
OSHC sessions with the school staff, thus
providing ongoing PD for the OSHC staff.

curriculum content can be linked and delivered
again in OSHC (in different and often more fun
and engaging manner), enabling students more
opportunities to grasp key concepts.

For me personally, having an OSHC program at
Pomonal Primary School has made a significant
difference to my family life as I usually work late,
so it is easier for my own children to remain at
OSHC so I can take them home after finishing my
after-school meetings, etc., rather than my
husband having to pick them up at 3:15 which
would also cut into his time significantly. I also
have a disabled child with very challenging
behaviour who benefits from structured
activities and supervision and who absolutely
loves being at school and OSHC –They are his
safe places! So being able to access vacation
care for him during the school holidays gives my
other children, husband, and I some respite from
him (and the opportunity to participate in
activities we are usually unable to participate in
when he is present). He is often much happier
and better behaved as he has a wonderful
relationship with the OSHC staff and thrives on
consistency –something that is challenging to
provide out of an education setting.

I believe the addition of the OSHC service to
Pomonal Primary School makes the school much
more attractive for parents who live a similar
distance to more than one school. Since
establishing the OSHC program in July 2021, the
school enrolments increased dramatically –from
17 students in 2021 to 27 students in 2022. (We
gained an additional 10 preps- a very exciting
boost for Pomonal Primary School). Another
added benefit of the OSHC program is that
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Neither Femke nor I have a background in OSHC
and I have really had to work on building my
understanding of the frameworks and guidelines
that OSHC programs are governed by. Which has
been, and still at times is, a little overwhelming
for me because the more I learn the more
obvious it is that OSHC services work under a
significant number of systemic complexities, with
both Federal and State frameworks and guides,
legislation, and expectations. While also ensuring
that we are constantly considering the
expectations of multiple stakeholders; the
school, the children, their families, and the
broader community, to name a few.

Naomi Lovell – Pomonal Outside School Hours
Care Coordinator (shared role)
Speaking from the perspective of a working
parent, the decision by the school council to
apply to open an OSHC program was a fabulous
idea and very considerate of community needs.
With the next closest OSHC being 15 minutes
away, the Pomonal Primary OSHC has provided a
much-needed service to our little community.

Femke Oortwijn – Pomonal Outside School
Hours Care Coordinator (shared role)
As a pre-service teacher enrolled in a Master of
Teaching program, I saw the role of OSHC
coordinator/educator as a great opportunity to
start gaining experience in an educational setting.
The additional benefit of it being a part-time role
meant that I could continue my studies whilst
working. Over time this role has started to mean
much more to me than just ‘gaining experience’.
I really enjoy the diversity of the role, which
ranges from developing activities to supporting
parents through the process of applying for Child
Care Subsidy. The role also links to my personal
interest in visual art which through the activity
program I get to further explore and share. The
best part of the role however is seeing how much
the children enjoy coming to OSHC and taking
part in the activities. It’s also wonderful to see
how much our service is appreciated by parents
and the broader community.

I came from Community Service and
Development and Project Management roles
prior to my role with Pomonal Primary OSHC. I
had two children at the school when we started
the program and was aware that the principal
was advertising the role. I am currently
undertaking a Bachelor's Degree in Psychology
and the roles I was in were not providing me with
the amount of time I required to study or the
time I wanted and needed to be with my kids.
I decided to apply for the role of Pomonal OSHC
Coordinator because the hours were fitting for
where I was in life but also because my previous
field was emotionally difficult work and I needed
to take care of my well-being.

From the moment we started to get the service
up and running, the school community has been
incredibly supportive of Naomi and myself. I think
it can be a little overwhelming to start something
new like our OSHC service and to get a real
understanding
of
the
obligations
and
responsibilities that come with it. I think the key
is to really make use of the supports that are
available within the school community, the
Department of Education and Training, and the
peak for community-managed OSHC in Victoria,
Community Child Care Association. I think this is
something that we do well, accessing the
resources and utilising available to us.

Working in the OSHC service is an opportunity to
spend time having fun and supporting kids to
learn more about themselves and their worlds.
As much as I like to make the program as fun,
educational, and welcoming as possible I take the
role extremely seriously. We have many little
people in our care, and they all have their own
inner and outer worlds that they are trying their
best to navigate, and we don’t always know what
they are dealing with at any given time. My main
goal is to provide a safe space where kids can
come to where they all feel safe enough to
entirely be themselves.
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From the moment the service opened we
focused on building relationships not only with
the children, but also with the teaching staff,
parents, and the broader community. We
regularly post updates of our OSHC adventures
in the Pomonal community newsletter and on
the Pomonal Primary School Facebook page,
which I encourage you to follow.
Tim Sweet – Pomonal Primary School Parent/
OSHC Parent

Having an OSHC has changed everything. It
means that both of us can work full-time if we
choose but it is also a terrific educational
program where the kids are well cared for and
seem to have a great time. They even had an
Entomologist come recently to take the kids out
to the creek and learn about the local insect life.
Our son could not stop talking about it. It has
been a significant and positive development in
our community.

Our son goes to Pomonal Primary and attends
the OSHC program, as did our daughter last year.

Felicity Pitt – Pomonal Primary School Council
Member/OSHC Parent

During the early years of our kids’ lives I was
employed full-time and my wife, Naomi was
working full-time as a mum to our two young
kids but not in paid employment.

We have 3 girls ranging from 6 to 10 years old
and are self-employed. Therefore the OSHC
program has been greatly appreciated. We are
able to work longer hours and not have to rely
on family as much. We know that the children
are well-fed, safe, and having fun whilst we are
working.

When our kids went to school Naomi went back
to paid work, she often couldn’t apply for roles
that she wanted to and that would advance her
career because they were generally full-time
positions, and we had no one to have our kids
and we couldn’t afford for me to go part-time.

Our children all enjoy OSHC and the programs
they provide are both fun and educational. I feel
the children are learning skills and lessons that
complement what they are learning in school,
such as health and wellbeing, cooking, personal
development, science, nature, and teamwork
just to mention a few.

One of us had to work part-time to be able to
pick our kids up from school and because she
had been out of her field and paid employment
for some time I was earning more and financially
we had no alternative but for me to remain
working.

We are very fortunate to have this program.
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Project Flow
The Rockhampton Grammar School Outside School
Hours Care
Last year (2021), the educators at The
Rockhampton Grammar School Outside School
Hours program embarked on a project of
change. We wanted to ignite new ideas and
thinking about play and our routines to make a
freer flow approach to the children’s afternoons.
We collaborated with Angus Gorrie from Camp
Hill Outside School Hours Care to explore the
concepts of Playwork and how these could be
incorporated into our service.

transition straight to eating or play as they need
and want. Since making this change, Educators
have noticed a significant difference in children’s
behaviours, and it has made the environment
more relaxed. This is also being reflected in
Educator’s moods and children have been
commenting how much better the program is
because of it.
We have also re-evaluated our normal Vacation
Care program. We felt in order to differentiate
our service from others in the area, we needed
to fill the children’s days with incursions and
excursions and plenty of pre-planned activities
and experiences. We trialled minimising the
number of excursions outside of the service and
providing larger blocks of play time for our
school age children, allowing them opportunity

The main focus of our project was State of Flow,
which meant we had to reflect about each
aspect of our afternoon routines, determine
what was necessary, what we could afford to
lose and really concentrate on our “WHY.”

From our research we know that children need
unencumbered
time
to
explore
their
environments before they can successfully enter
deep play cycles (Sturrock & Else, 1998). This
meant Educators had to rethink and reflect on
their daily routines to enable these larger blocks
of play.
When children enter into a state of flow, they
are often directing their own learning, exploring
their own interests and topics of their own
choice
and
with
total
involvement
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Children are motivated
to learn because they are engaging in an activity
for the enjoyment of the experience, not to
achieve a predetermined goal or reward at the
end.
Prior to commencing the project, the children
would be made to gather to mark the roll, have a
brief group chat and then transition to afternoon
tea and then play time. The educators were
struggling with behaviours because the last thing
the children wanted to do after sitting in a
classroom all day, was to sit and listen in the
afternoon. Educators abolished the group time
chat, and now afternoon tea is available
throughout the afternoon.
Children can
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to experience greater amount of time in a flow
state (Gorrie, 2021).

We work in such a regulated profession, and
there can be so many interpretations of what is
deemed “allowed” and “not allowed” based
around risk. This was one of the biggest
challenges that educators faced throughout the
project. There is always the nagging question of
“What if a child gets hurt?” We had to reframe
our thinking around this question.

Feedback from the children was that for the most
part, they enjoyed having more freedom to
choose where they wanted to play, having longer
periods of time to interact and engage with their
peers and not have to rush to get ready for
organised activities each day. We conducted a
survey of parents and they also commented that
their children seemed to react positively to the
change, however some said their children were
now saying they were bored.

Angus introduced the concept of Dynamic Risk
Assessment, encouraging educators (and
children) to assess the risks on the spot, to
determine how they could make a seemingly
unsafe activity to become less risky. Again, by
allowing the children to be apart of this process, it
developed their sense of agency and
responsibility for the safety of themselves and
others.

Our next task is to reassure families (and children)
that it is ok for children to be bored occasionally.
When children have opportunities to be bored,
they are encouraged to seek out resources, think
more creatively, problem solve and interact with
others to learn and share new ideas.

Within this Dynamic Risk Assessment, Educators
also looked at Rough and Tumble Play and how
children could safely engage in this. Research
shows children who engage in this type of play
are more aware of their bodies, develop greater
balance, co-ordination and how to move safely,
they start to develop empathy and
communication skills as they learn to read other’s
body language, verbal cues and negotiate play,
plus rough and tumble play helps to release
endorphins and dopamine into the brain helping
children to feel happy and more confident.

“By constantly entertaining our kids, we are
stealing their childhood and creating major
obstacles to their future success. We are not
allowing them to learn to tolerate quiet times and
discover their own creative ways to overcome
boredom.”
We looked at ways of helping the children to
develop this sense of creativity. This is where our
connections with Angus really came into play,
through learning about and seeing images of
Playwork Conceptual Playgrounds. Children in
these environments have access to a large array
of loose parts items which we introduced to our
service and took away previous limitations on
what and how children could use certain
resources. We found children suddenly engaging
with materials in new ways, building cubbies and
other hidey spaces, and being more creative
about the games they were playing.

At first, children were quite hesitant about
engaging in this type of play, because up until
now they were so used to being told they couldn’t
do it. They continuously tried correcting each
other’s behaviours. We had to have numerous
discussions with the children about what was
allowed. For our educators we needed to learn,
when and how to step in to support children
through this type of play, whilst assisting children
to develop autonomy in their play. We also saw
an increase in mixed age play, and again the
children had to understand that what might be
acceptable for a child their own age, they may
need to adjust how they engage in rough and
tumble play with a child who is younger.

We also found now that children had more
freedom to negotiate the rules of play, they
started being more responsible for their own
actions and engagements.
“No play space is risk-free. No matter how much
we try to remove the risk of children being hurt,
children (and adults) can still get hurt. The greater
risk is not providing children with the skills and
abilities to identify and mitigate risk when they
come across it so they can engage with the big
wide world.”

This project is going to be ongoing as we continue
to reflect on our practices and routines, introduce
new children to the environment. We also
continue to educate our Educators and Parents
about the benefits of State of Flow, Dynamic Risk
Assessment and rough and tumble play in Outside
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School Hours Environments. In essence, how we
can continue to enhance the principles and
practices of the Outside School Hours curriculum
– “My Time, Our Place”.

More than Play!: https://thegeniusofplay.org/
genius/expert-advice/articles/state-of-flowthe-benefits-of-child-directed-play.aspx?
fbclid=IwAR2HxGPEO-gkMssLg5e89ghwGRTloBZ5OWi8SOmr3eFOU6lvapkBRKq62Q#.YbfX
k9BByUl
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RESOURCES

Introducing IncludED@OSHC - A new webbased resource to support the inclusion of
children and young people with disability in
OSHC
Kris Arcaro, Project Leader, Schools and Regional Services –
Victorian Department of Education and Training
Guidance, resources, tools and templates are now available at
www.education.vic.gov.au/oshc for OSHC providers, leaders, and educators
to support the inclusion of children and young people with complex disability.

these children may already be attending OSHC
services, supported by funding and resources
from the Inclusion Support Program.

IncludED@OSHC targets supports for those with
a ‘complex disability’, where children and young
people (ages 12 and higher) require the highest
levels of support across different domains of
their daily lives, often have two or more
disabilities, need personalised support that is
specific to their needs, and require planning and
adjustment to the program or environment to
participate at OSHC.

Introducing IncludED@OSHC

Whilst IncludED@OSHC was developed to
support the inclusion of children and young
people with complex disability, the resources
and materials will provide insight into the
inclusion of all children and young people with
disability in OSHC.

All children, including those with complex
disability, benefit from participation in OSHC.
In 2021, the Victorian Department of Education
and Training worked closely with OSHC experts,
practitioners, and Inclusion Support Agencies to
develop IncludED@OSHC to empower OSHC
leaders, educators, and providers to create
inclusive and supportive OSHC services for
children and young people with complex
disability.

IncludED@OSHC resources
Underpinned by a whole of service approach to
inclusion,
resources
available
through
IncludED@OSHC include:
•

Defining ‘complex disability’
Some children and young people have mild or
moderate disability and require minimal support
to be included and participate at OSHC. Many of
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Online learning modules housed on the
Learneyo platform covering key topics such
as positive behaviour supports, health and
personal
care
needs,
supporting
adolescents at OSHC and more.

•

•

Downloadable tools and templates
including an individual support plan
template, helpful enrolment questionnaire
and a service self-assessment tool.

Intensity Outside School Hours Care Services
(education.vic.gov.au).

How to embed IncludED@OSHC at your
service

Online guidance targeting seven themed
topics with links to the National Quality
Framework Quality Areas.

Given that inclusion is a key priority in the
National Quality Framework, all OSHC services
are
encouraged
to
start
exploring
IncludED@OSHC, whether or not a child or
young person with a disability attends this
service. As an online resource, the series of
learning modules, guidance and tools and
templates can be accessed at any pace,
depending on the needs of the learner or OSHC
service.

By working through the IncludED@OSHC, OSHC
educators and leaders will learn how to plan and
adjust programs and spaces for children and
young people with complex disabilities to meet
their social, physical and emotional needs at
OSHC and build skills to create a culture that
respects the abilities and needs of all
participants.

The OSHC service assessment tool is a good
starting point for educators and leaders to begin
engaging with IncludED@OSHC, and to identify
the next steps to create inclusive cultures at
their OSHC service. Access the service
assessment tool here – OSHC service assessment
tool.

The development of IncludED@OSHC
In 2018, the Victorian Department of Education
and Training piloted an approach to deliver
OSHC for children and young people with
disabilities in six government schools - the High
Intensity OSHC initiative. Participating schools
include five specialist schools (third-party
delivered) and one mainstream school (school
council delivered).

Find out more

Visit the Victorian Department of Education and
Training website at www.education.vic.gov.au/
oshc to find out more about IncludED@OSHC
and how you can make a difference in the lives
of children and families living with disability.

Between 2018 to 2021, the Department worked
closely with the High Intensity OSHC services to
collect information about the various enablers
and barriers for OSHC delivery for children and
young people with disabilities. These learnings,
coupled with the findings from a 2019 program
evaluation, helped to shape a
‘whole of service’ approach that
is pivotal to delivering best
practice high intensity OSHC for
children and young people with
disabilities. This ‘whole of
service’
approach
shaped
IncludED@OSHC, so that all
OSHC services nationwide could
benefit from the findings of the
Victorian High Intensity OSHC
initiative.

For
further
information,
OSHC.central@education.vic.gov.au

See more information about the
High Intensity OSHC initiative
here: Support for Students with
Disabilities
and
Additional
Needs – Delivery of High
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contact

The Queensland Children’s Activities Network (QCAN) online training platform ‘Learning
Point’ enables users to engage in quality online learning experiences, including self-paced
learning modules.
Participants are issued with a certificate upon completion of training which can be used as a
record of professional development.

•

Effective Supervision and Duty of Care

•

Exploring my Time, Our Place

•

•

Introduction to the National Quality
Framework

Programming in OSHC—The Role of an
OSHC Educator

•

Report Writing and Record Keeping in
OSHC

•

Work Health, Safety and Risk
Management

•

PANOSH

•

Positive Behaviour Guidance in OSHC

•

Professional Conduct in OSHC: a
Guide to Respectful Relationships and

Expectations of Behaviour
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NEWS AND EVENTS

Queensland
Boys will be boys? Rethinking gender in Outside School Hours
Care with Dr Bruce Hurst
Fri, 15 July
Payne Road - The Gap
Further information and bookings can be made:
www.qcan.org.au/event-details/boys-will-be-boys-rethinkinggender-in-outside-school-hours-care-with-dr-bruce-hurst

New South Wales & ACT

PARRAMATTA PARK!
10:30am – 12:00pm

https://noca.jobreadyrto.com.au/
apply_to_course/EDDAY2022
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The National Outside School Hours Services
Alliance (NOSHSA) is a network of all Australian
State and Territory Out of School Hours Services
(OSHC) Associations. These organisations
promote provision of Out of School Hours
Services and act as a united voice to advocate
both to Government and the community for
excellence in service provision.

CONTACT US
Queensland & Northern Territory
Queensland Children’s Activities Network (QCAN)
(NOSHSA Secretariat)
66 Woodend Rd, Woodend, QLD 4305
admin@qcan.org.au
1300 781 749
www.qcan.org.au

New South Wales & Australian
Capital Territory
Network of Community Activities
8-10 Belmore Street Surry Hills NSW 2010
network@networkofcommunityactivities.org.au
(02) 9212 3244
www.networkofcommunityactivities.org.au

South Australia
OSHCsa
PO Box 55, Klemzig SA 5087
oshcsa@gmail.com
www.oshcsa.org.au

Victoria
Community Child Care Association
Suite West 8 & 9, 215 Bell St Preston, Victoria, 3072
reception@cccinc.org.au
(03) 9486 3455
www.cccinc.org.au

Western Australia
Outside School Hours Care WA (Inc.)
OSHCwa@gmail.com
www.oshcwa.com
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